INTERNATIONAL LIBRARIANS NETWORK

What is the International Librarians Network?

The International Librarians Network (ILN) peer-mentoring program is a facilitated program aimed at helping librarians develop international networks. It was created based on the belief that innovation and inspiration can cross borders, and that by building professional networks beyond national borders, ordinary librarians can learn from one another to become better skilled and more engaged professionals.

Participants in the program apply online and are matched into partnerships with a colleague from outside their country. Partnerships are for a 6-month term and during this period the partnerships are supported by regular contact and monthly discussion points led by the program coordinators. At the end of each term the participants can choose to continue their communications independent of the program and have the option of signing up for another partnership in the next round. It is envisioned that over time participants would develop a network of independent professional relationships.

The vision for ILN is that it will be run by volunteers all around the world. Currently, it is run by a group of Program Coordinators in Sydney, Australia and a growing network of Country Coordinators based around the world to provide local support for participants. In the first 6 months of 2013, the first round of the program was run as a pilot phase with 92 participants from 20 countries. The aims of the pilot were to test the model for both its effectiveness and sustainability before launching a full round in September 2013. The outcomes of the pilot form the subject of this poster.

Phase One: Launching ILN

ILN was launched in February 2013. Initial promotion was almost exclusively via Twitter and the response was extraordinary. In the first two weeks alone, 28 participants signed up from 9 countries and the website was viewed over 1800 times from 27 countries.

Using only freely available tools, ILN was able to tap into existing professional learning networks online through web-based word-of-mouth.

Phase Two: Creating the ILN partnerships

By the end of February, 92 participants had signed up to the pilot program using the form on the ILN website. The Program Coordinators were overwhelmed by the positivity of the participants, many of whom added comments to their forms about how excited they were about the program. The Program Coordinators created each partnership by hand-matching the participants, trying to accommodate the requests of each individual. With 92 participants this activity was tricky but not onerous however as the program grows alternatives to this process may need to be found.

Each participant was emailed the contact details of their partner and the program officially commenced. Initial conversations were supported with discussion topics centered around getting to know one another and participants were encouraged to connect using other online tools.

Phase Three: Continuing the conversation

As the program moved out of its infancy, the pilot entered its most challenging phase: sustaining the partnerships. After the initial excitement died down, the challenges of distance communication set in for some participants and four of the forty-six partnerships were dissolved when communication between partners ceased. One further partnership had to be terminated by the Program Coordinators after a report of inappropriate communication.

Happily though, two new partnerships were created from within the dissolved partnerships so the participants who were still keen did not miss out. The monthly discussion topics proved vital to sustain the partnerships and based on feedback from participants the Program Coordinators are considering how this could be supported even more extensively in future rounds.

Phase Four: Evaluating the pilot

Participants were surveyed mid-way through the program and will be surveyed again at the completion of the program in August 2013. The graphs on this poster are based on the data from the mid-program survey and overall the responses were overwhelmingly positive.

The initial evaluation of the pilot suggests:

- There is demand for the program
- The basic model is sustainable
- The discussion topics effectively stimulated communication
- A challenge remains to identify struggling partnerships early on
- Synchronous communication methods seem to strengthen partnerships.

Further evaluation will be completed after the next survey and released on the ILN Website.

What’s next for the International Librarians Network?

A number of modifications have already been made to the program as a result of feedback throughout the pilot. A code of conduct was introduced; the number of program coordinators increased and a Facebook page was introduced to create more opportunities for synchronous communication. There remains a number of areas where the need for further development has been noted and the Program and Country Coordinators will work together to find solutions to these challenges. This includes embedding early warning systems for struggling partnerships and creating more synchronous communication opportunities, such as webinars, that can help participants build connections. These issues will be tackled as a part of the final pilot evaluation, however the outcome of the initial evaluation is that the program should continue.

The next round of partnerships will commence in September 2013 with applications closing at midnight on Thursday 29 August 2013. ILN is open to anyone working in the library and information industry around the world. The program remains free and the only requirements to participate are an internet connection, an hour each week and a desire to build professional connections and learn from colleagues. There are already 82 participants from 29 countries and with international promotion facilitated by the Program and Country Coordinators this number is expected to increase.

The program is also aiming to grow its global volunteer base and is seeking expressions of interest for more Country Coordinators. At present, ILN includes 13 Country Coordinators who are proving vital in increasing the global reach of the program bringing with them local knowledge, connections and language skills. By increasing the network of Country Coordinators around the world, ILN is seeking to be more inclusive and accessible and to become a truly international librarians network.
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